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QUESTION 1

If UNIX authentication is used by a ProcessAgent, which check is made for any incoming connection to be accepted? 

A. The user\\'s shell (in/etc/passwd) must not be/bin/false. 

B. The connection must be made via an SSL port; connections over non-SSL ports are rejected. 

C. The user must be a member of the ncoadmin group (or whatever the -admingroup property is set to). 

D. The host that the connect is coming from must be listed in a host entry in the nco_routing section of the
ProcessAgent\\'sconfiguration file. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7 4 core components are being installed on a server running 64-bit SUSE Linux. The
server hardware consists of 8 CPUs (2.4 GHz), 16 GB RAM, and 2500 GB disks. The software will be installed using the
Typical installation option 

Which statement is true about system hardware requirements? 

A. This system must have additional disk space to accommodate log files. 

B. The hardware on this system is adequate for most small to medium deployments. 

C. This system must have additional RAM to support the larger ObjectServer memory capable with 64-bit support 

D. This system must have additional disk space dedicated to the /tmp directory that is required during installation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the default location of the ObjectServer, probe, and gateway log files? 

A. $NCHOME/log 

B. $NCHOME/probes/log 

C. $NCHOME/omnibus/log 

D. $OMNIHOME/omnibus/log 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4



What are wires used for when developing a custom set of pages in the WebGUI portal? 

A. to link portlets in different workspaces 

B. to create a link to publish content from one page to another 

C. to route or connect client-side events between source and target portlets 

D. to allow the communication of information between two different users using the same custom portal page 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

When an Accelerated Event Notification (AEN) is received by the AEN client, a message is displayed on the user
desktop. That message contains data from several columns in the event record used to generate the notification. How
are the column names used in the pop-up message configured within the AEN client properties? 

A. The Visual option in the Messages tab defines how the columns appear in the message. 

B. The Application Details in the Information tab defines how the columns appear in the message. 

C. The Column data settings in the Channels tab defines how the columns appear in the message. 

D. The View setting in the Application tab identifies an event view that defines how the columns appear in the message. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A company wants to back up their IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus database, TIP pages, and WebGUI components.
Examine these files and outputs: Given that the administrator has only modified the product.home property in
OMNIbusWebGUI_clone_settings.properties in the new IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7.4, which two statements are
true? (Choose two.) 





A. TIP pages, and WebGUI components are exported. 

B. Only data from product.home are exported in data .zip. 

C. The TIP pages, WebGUI components, and OMNIbus DB are exported. 

D. The TIP server should be running prior to executing the export command. 

E. Data from product.home and ObjectServer DB are included in the exported data.zip. 

Correct Answer: AD 



 

 

QUESTION 7

Click the Exhibit button. 

Widgetcom has deployed this 3-tier standard multi-tier architecture deployment of IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7.4
(Netcool/OMNIbus) using the best practice configuration that ships with the product: 

Assuming all Netcool/OMNIbus components have been set up in accordance with best practices, which two commands
can be used to verify that the various components are up and running? (Choose two) 

A. nco_ping 

B. nco_postimsg 

C. nco_osreport 



D. nco_pa_status 

E. nco_check_store 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What are the steps to clone an ObjectServer? 

A. It is not possible to exactly clone an ObjectServer. 

B. Export the ObjectServer configuration into SQL files with nco_conf pack.Run the SQL files using nco_sqlto createthe
new ObjectServer. 

C. Export the ObjectServer configuration into SQL files with nco_os report. Use the SQL files to create a
newObjectServer with nco_dbinit. 

D. Export the ObjectServer configuration into SQL files with nco_conf pack. Use the SQL files to create a
newObjectServer with nco_dbinit. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

The goal is a configuration that implements ObjectServer failover and fallback in the most efficient manner and in
accordance with standard Best Practices. Which statement is true about configuring ObjectServer users in the
LONDON_GATE property file? 

A. Different ObjectServer user names can be used for each ObjectServer. 

B. ObjectServer user names and passwords are not required in the gateway property file. 

C. The password value entered in the gateway property file for the ObjectServer users must be encrypted using
thenco_g_crypt Utility. 

D. The same ObjectServer user name configured in the gateway property file must be defined in the LONDON_P
andLONDON_B ObjectServers. 

Correct Answer: B 



 

 

QUESTION 10

A company is deploying a multi-tiered architecture with two collection layer ObjectServers, two aggregation layer
ObjectServers, and two display layer ObjectServers. Which ObjectServer names should be added to the omni.dat or
Server Editor to configure server communication information? 

A. There is no specific naming convention for the multi-tiered architecture. 

B. COL_P, COL_B, COL_V, AGG_P, AGG_B, AGG_V, DIS_P and DIS_B. 

C. COL_P_1, COL_B_1, COL_V_1, AGG_P, AGG_B, AGG_V, DIS_1 and DIS_2. 

D. COL_P, COL_B, COL_V, NCOMS_P, NCOMS_B, NCOMS_V, DIS_1 and DIS_2 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Review this part of a rules file (line numbers added for troubleshooting) 

When running a syntaxcheckthis error is displayed: 

What is the cause of this error? 

A. Department is not a valid ObjectServer field. 

B. The lookup function needs an integer as key to the table. 

C. The lookup table definition must be set in the probe property file. 

D. Lookup table definitions must be located at the start of a rules file 

Correct Answer: D 

 



QUESTION 12

Which file can be modified to ensure that the proxy server is configured in the interfaces? 

A. omni.dat 

B. NCOMS.props 

C. NCO_PROXY.props 

D. interfaces  

Correct Answer: A 
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